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In learning a language, making mistakes is normal, it is hardly believed that
we do not make any mistakes since we are in process of learning things new for us.
Mistakes and errors have the same meaning but they are different especially from the
view of language learning. Both mistakes and errors are about wrong ideas of things.
A mistake is based on knowledge that the students have, but have not been applied
properly. It means that the students have known the rules of the language but they
misapply them when they speak or write. Errors are different as they reflect that the
students have not got enough knowledge of the language rules so they cannot even
apply them in their speaking and writing English.
The objectives of this research were to know what kinds of errors the students
made along with the percentage of each in their recount texts based on surface
strategy taxonomy. The population of this research was the fourth semester students
of State Islamic University English Departement in the academic year 2017/2018.
The writer used the purposive random sampling techniques in this research, so the
writer only took one class which was the lowest based on the result of the interview
about essay writing. From the result of lecturer's interview, the lecturer gave student’s
work in writing recount text in class F. There were 26 numbers. The writer analyzed
the data by using percentage formula and classified the data into the types of errors
based on surface strategy taxonomy, i.e. addition, omission, misformation and
misordering.
From the research, the writer found some errors in their writing of recount
text. This research result shows the percentage of the Misformation errors is 75%,
Omission 10,8%, Misodering 7,4% and addition 6,8%. The percentage of the
misformation errors is 75%. So, it shows that the students still found a lot of
difficulty forming the words. They made misformation errors the most and
misordering errors the least.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Problem
English is Global language.1 It means that all country use English as a
communication tool as native language, a second language, and a foreign
language. In other countries such as Malaysia, India and Singapore English is as
second language, but in Indonesia English is used as foreign language. Although
as a foreign language, English must be learned by pupils and common persons to
help them to interact with foreigner. It supports by Al-Qur‟an in Q.S An-Nahl: 78,
as follows:

“And Allah has extracted you from the wombs of your mothers not knowing a
thing, and Allah made for you hearing and vision and intellect that perhaps you
would be grateful”.2
1

David Crystal, English as Global Language, second edition (New york: Cammbridge
Univeristy Press, 2003), p.2.
2
Dr.Muhammad Taqi Din Al-Hilali and Dr. Khan Muhsin, Traslation of the meaning of the
Noble Qur‟an in the English Language , (Madinah: King Fahd Complex for the printing of the Holy
Qur‟an), p.347.

2

From the quran verse above, it can be seen that everybody who borns in this
world in condition not knowing anything and Allah gives a ear, eyes and brain to
learn more about knowledge, one of is language, languagecan help us to be able to
communicate well with the people around us and with the language we can follow
the development of an era where technology is getting sophisticated.
Pakir in Adas states that English is used by all people worldwide because of the
ongoing advances in technology such as internet, and other.3 It means that English
plays an important role as a means of communication among persons in the world
for business, science, etc. many people in the world use english as spoken and
written in international communicatio and also many products use English because
as we know english is an international communication. Everything uses english for
example if we want to know the procedure running the internet we must know
English. So English is very important in our life.
This is why the Indonesian government chooses English as a compulsory
subject to learn in Junior High School up to Senior HighSchool. In learning
English, there are certain skills that students need to learn, they are listening,
speaking, reading and writing. One aspect of the English languages that many
students consider very difficult to learn is writing.4 Writing is the most difficult

3

Dana Adas and Ayda Bakir, Writing Difficulties and New Solutions :Blended Learning as an
Approch to Improve Writing Abiliies (International Journal of Humanities and Social Science Vol. 3
No. 9; 201), p.254.
4
Muh. Arief Muhsin, Analysing the students errors in using simple present (Makassar:Pacific
Science Review B: Humanities and Social Sciences 2, 2016), p.81.
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language skill for ELLs to master.5 It means that writing is a very difficult thing
because in writing, we don‟t only develop ideas in our mind but also we must pay
attention to the composition of grammar in our writing, so that everyone who reads
our writing will understand the contents of the text.
Writing is one of the basic skills which must be mastered by students of English
Department at the university in indonesia.6 It means, that writing has become
commonplace for students majoring in English. Every day we often write text in
English and also we are taught about essay writing and academic writing. In
English majors, we do not only learn to write but also we learn about the rules in
good and correct grammar to write.
Writing is a process of expressing ideas, feelings, and thoughts of the writers in
written symbol to communicate with readers.7 Furthermore, writing is an activity
of expressing ideas and feelings by using written language as its medium of
communication”.8This sentence means that writing is a process of expressing the
mind of the author in writing to communicate with others. It means that by writing
someone is asked to reveal facts into written language so as to help the author
develop the ability to generate ideas. It will be useful for writers and readers

5

May Al-Gharabally,The Writing Difficulties Faced by l2 Learners and How to Minimize
Them (UK :European Centre for Research Training and Development Vol.3, No.5, 2015), p.44.
6
Nafisah, N. and kurniawan, Writing English for General Communication. (Bandung: UPI
PRESS,2007), p.65.
7

Mochtar Marhum , Analyzing Errors Made by the Grade Viii Students in Writing Recount
Text ( e-Journal of English Language Teaching Society (ELTS) vol. 2 No.3, 2014), p.1.
8
Ibid, p.1.
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because in writing we can express everything that is in our mind and also provide
new knowledge to the reader.
Writing can be defined as production mode to reinforce of grammatical
concept.9 It means that writing does not only develop our thinking, but we also
have to think about grammar, because in that way we can develop our grammar
and know our ability in grammar.
Grammar is one of the basic components of any language, which must be learnt
by students.10 It means that grammar is root of language expecially in English. We
need correct grammar to make good writing and also with correct grammar.
Wecan make our writing understandable. Grammar is a set of formal patterns in
which the words arearranged in order to convey larger meaning
Grammar is defined as a systematic way accounting for a predicting an ideal
speaker‟s or hearer‟s knowledge of the language. This is done by a set of rules or
principles that can be used to generate all well-formed or grammatical utterances
in the language.11It means,In language grammar can be defined as a rules of form a
word or grammar is concerned as a language structure. Talking about
structure,grammar can make conversation between speaker and hearer, writer and
reader easier and understandable.

9

H.D. Brown, Principal of Language Learning and Teaching (San Fransisco, State
University,2001), p.335
10
Praninskas, J, Rapid Review of English Grammar (New Jersey:1980), p.81
11
James E. Purpura, Assessing Grammar, (United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press,
2004), p. 6.
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Error is a systematic deviation, with learners have not learnt something well
and consistently.12 Furthermore, Corder states that error are typically produced by
people who don‟t yet fully command some institutionalized language system.13 It
means that An error is something you have done which is considered to be
incorrect or wrong. Error are usually done by learners because they have not
Master the TL rules. It makes learners make error.

Dulay, Burt and Krashen defined errors as “the flawed side of learner speech or
writing”, which “deviates from some selected norm of mature language
performance”. They further discussed that errors may be distinguished based on
the causes: errors caused by factors such as fatigue and inattention are
“performance errors”, and those caused by lack of knowledge of the rules of the
language are called “competence errors”.14 It means that error is something that
often happens when you're talking or writing in the target langauge. This error is
usually caused by our lack of understanding of the target language.
Brown states that different from mistake and error, It means that mistake is
made by students because of carelessness and inconsistency. So that the use of
language in sentence sometimes true and sometimes false but error is occurred in
because someone doesn‟t know it at all.
12
13

J. Norrish, Language Learner and Their Errors (London: Mac.Milan Press,1983),p.7
S.P.Corder, Error Analysis and Inter Language (Oxford University Press Walton, 1981),

p.99
14

H. Dulay, M. Burt, M. &S.Krashen, Language two (New York: Oxford University Press,
1982), p. 130.
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Based on the explanation above, the writer could conclude that error is the
wrong conditions which the learners made without realizing it. They did not know
whether it is wrong or not and “mistake”. It means that the learners had know the
rules of making sentences before but this mistake happens on account of the
conditions of the learners like miswriting or being fatigue.
Dulay, Burt, and Krashen states that, there are several types in taxonomy to
know students‟s error. One of them is Surface strategy. Surface strategy refers to
performance that is either in that is failure to utilize a non system correctly and
error is a noticeable deviation from the native speaker, reflecting the inter
language competence of the learner.15 Strategy taxonomy highlights the way
surface structures which are altered in specific and systematic ways. From the
surface strategy, analyzing errors can underlie the students reconstruction of the
new language. Thus, among the common errors are Omission Errors, Addition
Errors, Misformation Errors, Misordering Errors.16 It means that surface strategy
taxonomy highlilghts the way surface structures are altered learners may omit
necessary any words, add unnecessary ones.
Based on the writer‟s preliminary research in UIN Lampung, at the fourth
semester by interviewing error analysis‟s lecturer, Mr. Rido Kholid, M.Pd. and
writing‟s lecture, Mrs Nur Syamsiah, M.Pd., the writer

found out some

students‟problem in writing based on the good grammar, because they were

15
16

Ibid, p.150
Ibid
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difficult to understand to writing the composition in a good writing.17 It means that
there were still many students who had difficulty in writing, especially writing
based on good grammar, so that it made them making error in their writing.
The writer didn‟t only interview the lectures, but also interviewed some
students in class F of the fourth semester.18 Based on the result of interviewing
some students,the writer found that students got difficulty to write based on the
grammar because each of them said that they didn‟t know the rule of element in
grammar, so it becomes a cause for them to produce grammatical errors in writing
english. The example: They were confused to use verbs in past sentence,
they forget to put „s‟ in plural words, they were diffculties to put singular and
plural nouns, they are confused in using auxiliary verbs in the sentence and also
they didn‟t know that after modal always follow by verb 1, and they are stiil
diffculties to change modal in past. From the data interview above, it could be
confirmed that there were so many students who knew many words in English but
did not understand the use of grammar so this makes them did errors in their
writing
The writer presented some previous researches that deal especially with error
analysis (EA). The First previous writer comes from entitled “An Analysis on the
Students‟ Error in Writing Recount Text”. He classified error into four errors,

17

Rido Kholid, Nur Syamsiah, Lectures‟s English Department of UIN Lampung, Interview,
on Tuesday, July, the 4, 2017.
18
Some Students in class F of English Department of UIN Lampung, Interview, on Monday,
July, the 3, 2017.
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namely error at content: orientation, event and reorientation, error at vocabulary,
error at grammar based on surafec starategy .19 The differentiation between
previous study and current study are he also discussed error at contentand
vocabulary but the writer did not discuss it. The similarities, the writer discuss
error grammar based on 4 kinds error in surface startegy taxonomy,
The second previous writer in her study entitled “An Analysis of Students‟
Error in Writing Recount Text (A Case Study in Second Grade Students of SMP
Trimulia Jakarta Selatan)”. She classified the errors into grammatical error
included capitalization, word choice, verb tense, add a word, spelling, run-on
sentence, word order, punctuation, omit a word, word form, article, singularplural, meaning not clear, incomplete sentence.20 That classification is different
from the current study, she did not classified grammatical errora, and spelling. The
similarities are focused on word choice, add a word, word orde, omit word and
word form.
Then the third previous writer, in her study entitled“An Analysis of Students‟
Recount text by Using Systematic Functional Grammar”. She classied error into
text organization, lingustic circumstances of time, temporal and additive
conjunction, material processes, (ungrammatical structures or error, intralingual,
19

D. Ramli, An Analysis on the Students’ Error in Writing Recount Text. Research Paper
(Kalimantan: Universitas Tanjungpura Pontianak,2013).
20

Cholipah, An Analysis of Students’ Error in Writing Recount Text (Jakarta:
Universitas Islam Syarif Hidayatullah, 2014).
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false concept hypothesized ). 21 It was difference between the previous reserch
with current study was writer discused surface strategy txonomy to analysis
students‟s error.
Based on the background above, the writer thought to conduct a research
entitled “An Analysis of Students‟Errors in Using Simple Past Tense in Writing
Recount Text based on Surface Strategy Taxonomy at State Islamic University of
Raden Intan Lampung in the Academic Year of 2017/2018‟. Since the writer
wants to know How many total of errors the students made in the writing and how
much the percentage of each kind from the view of the surface strategy in
taxonomy like omission, addition, misordering and misformation.

B. Identification of the Problem
The problems identified based on the background are:
1.

Many students had difficulties in putting verb2 in the past sentences.

2.

Many students had difficulties on how to put singular and plural nouns

3.

Many students had still diffculties to change modal in the past

4.

Many students had difficulties in using tobe (was,were) and didin the past
sentence.

21

I. Nurohmah, An Analysis of Students’ Recount Text by Using SystemicFunctional
Grammar (Bandung: Universitas PendidikanBandung, 2013).
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C. Limitation of the Problem
Based on the identification of the problems,the limitation of problem was
formulated. Writing is one of the four skills that students should have in order to
be good English learners but they encountered such problem so that the writer
focuses on "An Analysis of Students‟Errors in Using Simple Past Tense in Writing
Recount Text based on Surface Strategy Taxonomy at State Islamic University of
Raden Intan Lampung in the Academic Year of 2017/2018‟‟.

D. Formulation of the Problem
The writer formulated the problem as follows:
1. How many errors do the students make in total based on surface strategy
taxonomy?
2. What are the most common errors which students made in writing recount text
based on surface strategy taxonomy?
3. What are the least common errors which students made in writing recount text
based on surface strategy taxonomy?

E. Objectives of the Research
1. To know the total of errors in writing recount text based on surface strategy
taxonomy in students‟writing.
2. To know kind of error in writing recount text based on surface strategy taxonomy
that appears the most in student‟s writing.

11

3. To know kind of error in writing recount text based on surface strategy taxonomy
that appears the least in student‟s writing

F. Uses of the Research
The uses of this research are:
1. Theoretically: The findings of this research may be used as information to
confirm the previous theory of error analysis in writing English as a foreign
language. Besides, it can be made as reference for those who want to conduct
the research in the same field.
2. Practically: The result of the research be beneficial in improving the writer‟s
perception in Error Analysis and generally for anyone who is interested in
writing and reading about Error Analysis field. Especially for students of
English Education Department, they can read this study as one of their
references for additional information.

G. Scope of the Research
1. Subject of Research
The subject of the research was the students at

Semester of class F in State

Islamic University of Raden Intan Lampung
2. Object of Research
The object of the research was the students‟ errors in making Simple Past Tense in
Recount text

12

3. Place of Research
The research was conducted at State Islamic University of Raden Intan Lampung.
4. Time of Research
The research was be conducted at the first semester in the academic year of
2017/2018.
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CHAPTER II
FRAME OF THEORIES

A. The Concept of Error and Error Analysis
1.

The Concept of Error
Error is noticeable grammar from the adult of native speaker, reflecting the
inter language competence of the students. This points out that there is a gap in
student‟s knowledge, they occur because the students does not know the correct
ones.1Furthermore, dulay states that error resulting from lack of knowledge of
the rules of the second language .2 It means that the students make language
deviation. Here, she gets wrong or fail. Then, it can bestated that errors is
regarded as a systematic deviation when a student has not learnt something and
consistently then they finally get it wrong.
Error refers to language patterns which deviate from the standard rules of
aspecific language. The error may also occur because the learners do not know
well the language systems they learn.3 It means that the error is something that is
caused because the students do not understand the rules in the target language so
that it causes students deviation in learning the target language.
Errors may occur because the learners are lack of the necessary information
in the second language or the intentional capacity to activate the appropriate

1

H. DouglasBrown, Principles of Language Learning and Teachlng (San Franscisco State
University:1980), p.226.
2
Heidi Dulay, ,et al, Language Two (Oxford : Oxford University Press:1982), p.139
3
Ibid, p.146.
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second language routine. Then, finally the errors made by the pupils indicate the
difficulties faced by the pupils with certain aspects of language as well as
spelling, vocabulary, pronunciation, grammar, writing, et.4 It means that error is
something that happens to target language which has different rules with our
mother tongue like grammar rules, vocabulary, pronunciation and others so that
sometimes this difference cause errors in student.
Based on those explanation, it can be concluded that error is a frequent
occurrence of the student in the target language because students do not
understand the rules in the target language and it is different from the mother
tongue. So that error often occur in their writing or speech and this can not be
corrected by their own because of their lack of ability on target language.

2.

The Distinction between Error and Mistake
There are two name that are commonly used to describe the inaccuracy in
applying grammar, they are error and mistake. Furthermore, Corder in LarsenFreeman and Long give more explanation about error and mistake“Corder
makes a distinction between a mistake and an error, i.e: whereas a mistake is a
random performance slip caused by fatigue, excitement, etc., and therefore can
be readily self-corrected, an error is a systematic deviation made by leaners who
have not yet mastered the rules of the second language. A learner cannot selfcorrect an error because it is a product of reflective of his or her current stage of
4

Kavaliauskiene, Galina. Role of the Mother Tongue in Learning English for Specific
Purposes (ESP, World, Issue 1 (22),vol 8, 2009), p. 4
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development, or underlying competence. Rather than being seen as something to
be prevented, then errors were signs that leaners were actively engaged in
hypothesis testing which would ultimately in the acquisition of target language
rules.”5
It means, mistake related to the student‟s quality performance caused by some
factors; fatigue, lack of attention and motivation, carelessness and some other
factors, but it can be self-corrected because, actually the students know the
language‟s rule when they focus on. Meanwhile an error is related to the
students‟ deficiency competence, it means that students do not know about the
knowledge of the language at all because they have not mastered it yet, therefore
it cannot be self-corrected.
Tifani and Filma clarify the meaning of the word “error and mistake”. There
are diifferent definitions about errors and mistakes:“ Errors reflect gaps in
student‟s knowledge. They occur because the student does not know what is
correct. corder support the idea that ” error are caused by igrorance of the
appropriate rule or structure in the foreign language. Mistakes reflect occasional
lapses in performabce, confusion, slips of tongue, etc. They occur because in a
particular instance, the student is unable to perform what he or she knows.

5

Diane Larsen-Freeman, Michael H. Long, An Introduction to Second Language Acquisition
Research, (London &New York: Longman Group IK, 19971), pp. 58-59.
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“A mistake, according to Corder, is a problem not of knowing but of
application”.6
Therefore, error reflects to the student‟s ability who does not know the right
answer because they ignorance of the appropriate rule or structure in the foreign
language. Different from error, a mistake relates to slip or uncontrolled focus
from student. Actually in mistake, the student knows what the correct answer, so
they can realize what the wrong is.
Brown distinguishes between mistake and error. He explains that a mistake
refers to a performance error that is either a random guess or a slip, in that it is a
failure to utilize a known system correctly. 7 It means that all people make
mistakes, in both native and second language situation. which are not the result
of a deficiency in competence but the result of some sort of temporary
breakdown or imperfection in the process of producing speech.
Dulay states that error resulting from lack of knowledge of the rules of the
second language.8 It means that error reveals the lack of learner knowledge of
the target language so it makes the learner does not understand the rules in use in
the target language. Furthermore Dulay some of second language literatur,
performace errors have been called mistakes.9 It means that in performance we

6

Tavani, Filma, “Correcting or Not Error and Mistake”. Article 16 in LCPJ, Vol.2 No.2
(2009),p.49.http://www.lcpj.pro/skedaret/1354558269-Revista%20LCPJ%202.2_16.pdf (Accesed on
Augustus 15th 2017 13:13).
7
H.DouglasBrown, Principles of Language Learning and Teaching (New York: Prentice-Hall
Inc, 2000), p.217.
8
Heidi Dulay, ,et al, Language Two (Oxford : Oxford University Press:1982), p.139
9
Ibid.
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do activities repeatedly so we know what we do, exp: when we accept the gift of
others, sometimes we forget to say thanks. in this case, sometimes we realize that
we are doing a mistake.There are two name that are commonly used to describe
the inaccuracy in applying grammar, they are; error and mistake.
Corder in Larsen-Freeman and Long give more explanation about error and
mistake. It means error is a different from mistake, although they are similar.that
error is caused by the learner trying something completely new that results in an
error, and these error can not be corrected by themselves because of their lack of
knowledge in the target language. Mistake is a error that students make because
students feel something about themselves such as exhaustion, joy, confusion and
problems that are in feel so it make them, don‟t focus. These mistakes can be
corrected themselves.
Based on those explanation, it can be conclude that mistake is related to the
students„ quality performance caused by some factors such as exhaustion, lack of
attention and motivation, carelessness and some other factors but it can be selfcorrected because actually the students know the language„s rule when they focus
on error. Student„s deficiency competence means that the pupils don„t know
about the knowledge of the language at all because they have not mastered it yet
therefore it can„t be self-corrected. The explanation above can be summarized in
the table below.
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Table 1
The Distinction between Error and Mistake.
Mistake

Error

some of second language literatur,

error resulting from lack of knowledge

performace errors

of the rules of the second language

Can be self-corrected when

Cannot be self-corrected because the

the pupils pay attention.

pupils do not know the correct of the
TL rules.

Inconsistent deviation.

Consistent deviation.

Caused by some factors such as

Caused by pupils who have not

exhaustion lack of attention and

mastered yet the TL rules.

motivation, carelessness, etc.
Reflected the pupils‟ temporary

Reflected the pupils‟ understanding or

impediment or imperfection when

competency in the target language.

utilizing the TL.
3.

The Concept of Error Analysis.
Error analysis is part of the methodology of investigating the language
learning process. In order to find out the nature of these psychological processes,
we have to have a means of describing the learner's knowledge of the target
language.10 Furthermore Sawalmeh States tht Error Analysis is one of the most
influential theories of second language acquisition.It is worried with the analysis
of the errors committed by L2 learners by comparing the leraners‟acquired norms

10

S. P. Corder, Error Analysis and Interlanguage (Oxford University Press,1981), p. 53
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with the target language norms and explaining the identified errors.11 It means
that error analysis is a study or an attempt to observe, classify and analyze
learners‟ errors in the second and foreign language learners. It also means that a
teacher should guide his or her students to understand what kinds of errors they
make in the target language and then guide them to avoid making the same errors
they have made.
Error Analysis in language teaching and learning is the study of the
unacceptable forms produced by someone learning a language, especially a
foreign language.12 It means that error anlysis is a technique for identifying,
systematically classifying unacceptable forms produced by someone who studies
a foreign language.As we know target language is very different from the
language we use.
Error analysis is given by Brown in Murad. He difined error analysis as "the
process to observe, analyze, and classify the deviations of the rules of the second
languages and then to reveal the systems operated by students".13This means
that error analysis is aprocess to observe what happens to the target language
because students often make error in the target language. So it is very necessary
to know the errors made by students and the causes of students make errors.

11

Murad Hassan ,Mohammed Sawalmeh,Error Analysis of Written English Essays: The case
of Students of the Preparatory Year Program in Saudi Arabia ( Saudi Arabia: University of Ha'il,
2013), p.4
12
Ibid.
13
Ibid, p.5
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Vahdatinejad in Sawalmeh states that errors anlysis can be used to determine
what a pupils still needs to be taught.14 It means that in error analysis provides
the necessary information about what is lacking in the competence of learners so
that students do not often make errors. Based on those explanation, it can be
concluded that error analysis is the method used to document, classify and
analyze student errors that emerge in the target language.
Mentioned by Brown, the fact that learners make errors and that these errors
can be observed, analyzed, and classified to reveal something of the system
operating within the learner led to surge of study of the learners‟ error, called
error analysis.15 It means that error analysis is approach for analyzing and
describing the errors that made by the students. The point of observing, analyzing
and describing are to divide the errors based on their types; omission, addition,
misordering or misformation
It means that Error Analysis approach is different from Contractive Analysis
although both of them are approach in study of SLA (second language
acquisition) too. Contractiveanalysis is the approach that using the comparison
between L1 (first language) and L2 (second langue) that involve a predicting and
explaining learner problems to determine the differences and similarities,
whereas error analysis focuses on internal; learners‟ creative ability to construct
language by descripting and analyzing the actual learners error in L2.
14

Ibid, p.6
H. Douglas Brown, Principles of Language Learning and Teaching (New Jersey: Prentice
Hall, 1980), p. 166.
15
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4.

The Important of Error Analysis
The study of error analysis takes a new importance and has its significane,
concerning the use of error analysis, According to corder, error analysis has two
function, they are:16
1. To investigate the language learning process. Therefore, by doing error
analysis, teacher will get an overall knowledge about the students‟ ability
to measure whether the learning process is successor not in classroom.
2. Whether it is necessary or not for teacher to have remedial teaching.
Learning foreign language for students can crean an error. Knowing the
students‟ ability with low score can be consideration to do remedial or not.

Language can help us to be able to communicate well with the people around
us and with the language we can follow the development of an era where
technology is getting sophisticated In this case, the students error give some
benefits, Corder as follows :
1. Errors tell the teacher how far their students have progressed to reach the
goals.
2. Error analysis has a role play in second language aqcuisition as weel. It can
help the teacher to know how far the teacher‟s goal is reached.

16

S. P. Corder, Error Anaysis and Interlanguage, (Great Bitani: Oxford University Press,
1981), p.45.
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3. Errors provide evidence of how language is learnt and what strategies the
learning is developing. By doing an analysis in students‟ error, it can be
reference for the teacher or the lecture in understanding the new ways of
teaching by giving the feedback on the error made by students or leaners.
4. Errors can be used by the students to learn. it can be through information from
the teacher to students about error have been made by the students in their
work. The role of error analysis is very important in second language, not only
for the teacher but also for the students itself. The students can know their
ability from their teacher, so the student can realize their errors.

Based on the importance of error analysis mentioned above, the writer feels
sure that the study of error analysis will contribute many useful things in
language teaching. At least, by using this research, lecturer of English will be
able to masure and know how far the materials have been mastered by his/her
students, which has not been affectively taught and which teaching should be
improved.

5.

The Procedure of Error Analysis
It needs some steps or stages of procedure in conducting Error Analysis. Theo
Van Els, et a in Hermini, states that there are some procedures in Error Analysis,
namely:
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a. Identification of errors. The first step in the process of analysis is
identification of errors. In this step, teachers recognize the learners„ errors
from the task ven by the teachers.
b. Description of errors. The next step is describing errors; it begins when an
identification stage has taken place. The description of learners errors
implicates classification of kinds of errors made by the learners.
c. Explanation of errors. The third step in the process of analysis is the
explanation of error that can be regarded as a linguistic problem. This step try
to account for how and why the learners„ errors occur.
d. Evaluationof errors. In this step, the writer gives evaluation from the done by
the learners depends on the task that the writer will be giving to the learners.
e. Preventing/Correcting of errors. The last step is correction of errors, the
writer checks the errors and then gives the correct one. It is done to make the
learners realize with their errors in order to avoid the students make the same
errors later.17

Based on the detail explanation of the procedure of error analysis above it can
be concluded that actually in the procedure of error analysis has stages to
conduct, firstly is collecting the data, next the data is identified to find the errors
made by learners,

the researcher describers the error based on the error

classifications and then she/he explains the sources the students„ error and the
17

Hermini, Grammatical Error Analysis in Recount Texts Made by the Students of
Cokroaminoto University of Palopo (University of Palopo:Ethical Lingua Vol. 2, No. 1, 2015), p.94
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last stage the errors are counted to get the total of errors made by students as
evaluation.

6. Classifications Of Error
Errors can be classified into four types, Dullay, ed.al there are four
classifications of errors in taxonomy, namely:
1. Error Types Based on Linguistic Category
These linguistic category taxonomies classify errors pursuat to either or both
the language component or the particular linguistic constituent the errors
effects. Language components include the phonology (pronunciation), syntax
and morphology (grammar), semantic and lexicon (meaning and vocabulary),
and discourse (style).18
2. Surface Strategy Taxonomy
Pupils may omit necessary any morphemes or words, add unnecessary ones,
misformitems, or missorder them. Therefore,HeidiDulay, et al divide the error
based on surface strategy taxonomy into four categories. There are Omission,
Addition, Misformation, and Misordering.19
3. Comparative Taxonomy
The classification of errors in a comparative taxonomy is based on
comparisons between the structure of L2 errors and certain other kinds of

18
19

Heidi Dulay, ,et al, Language Two (Oxford : Oxford University Press:1982), p.146.
Ibid, p.150.
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constructions. These comparisons have yielded the two major errors categories
in this taxonomy: developmental errors and interlingual errors. 20
4. Communicative effect taxonomy
Communicative effect taxonomy is the classification deals with errors from the
perspective of their effect on a listener to a reader. It distinguishes between
errors that cause miscommunication and those that do not. The study did not
investigate the communicative effect of synform errors. 21 The writer will focus
on the analysis on the second classification that is the surface strategy
taxonomy.

7.

Surface Strategy Taxonomy
Surface strategy taxonomy has been chosen because classifying errors in
surface strategy taxonomy can help us to diagnose student‟s learning problem at
any stage of their development and to design how changes in error patterns
occur over time.22 Therefore, a surface strategy taxonomy highlights the way
surfaceres are altered learners may omit necessary items or add unnecessary
ones; they may misformation items or misorder them. Many writers have noticed,
however that the surface elements of a language are altered in specific and
systematic ways. It show the cognitive pocess that underlined the leaner‟s

20

Ibid, p.163.
Ibid, p.189.
22
Mohammad Hamad Al-Khresheh, A Review Study of Error Analysis Theory (Saudi Arabia :
University of Tabuk,2016), p. 52.
21
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reconstruction of the language learned. It also makes aware that leaners‟ errors
are some logic.
Surface Strategy Taxonomy is altered. Learners may omit necessary items or
add unnecessary ones, they may misform an item or misorder them. Thus, the
errorsmaybe in the form of omission, addition, misinformation, andimproper
ordering.23 It means that surface strategy that sometimes students always
eliminate the existing words or morphemes and add something unnecessary.
Based on those explanation, it can be concluded that surface strategy
taxonomy is the way the surface structures are changed, which is caused by the
add of unnecessary word or morphems, eliminates the words or morphems
needed, the wrong form in the structure or morphem and the wrong placement of
group of morphems in the sentence.
The classification of the error in this research divided into some aspect as
noted by Dulay based on the surface taxonomy strategy. The classification based
on the surface taxonomy strategy included the error of omission, error of
addition, error of misformation, and error of misordering.

24

The writer focused

on the error of grammatical features in writing recount text. The error consisted
of error in use the simple past tense, the proper noun and the time connective.

23
24

HeidiDulay, ,et al, Language Two (Oxford : Oxford University Press:1982), p.150.
ibid, p.154-162.
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a) The Use of Simple Past Tense
In making a recount text, the tense used is simple past. This is related with the
purpose of the recount text which is to retell the past event. The understanding on
the grammatical features in every kinds of text is absolutely needed by the
student to make a good writing. After the data analyzed, the writer found some
errors in using the simple past tense. The result of data analyzing were classified
into some classification as follow:
1) Omission
Omission errors are characterized by the absence of an item that must appear
in a well-formed utterance. Content morphemes carry the bulk of the
referential meaning of a sentence: Nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs.
Language learners omit grammatical morphemes much more frequently than
content words.
The Error of Omission:

(a) Omiting d/ed


We prepare to go



We pray ashar

The sentences above should be revised as below:


We prpared to go



We prayed Ashar
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(b) Omitting “to be”


It very fun



I in the third grade

The sentences above should be revised as below:


It was very fun



I were in the third grade

(c) Omitting verb


We arround the building



We to canteen

The sentences above should be revised as below:


We went arround the building



We went to canteen

(d) Omitting auxiliary


I not found



My family dinner

The sentences above should be revised as below:


I did not found



My family had dinner
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2)Addition
Addition errors are the presence of an item which must not appear in a wellformed utterance.There are three types of addition errors, namely: double marking,
regularization, and simple addition.
a)

Double Marking

Many addition errors are more accurately described as the failure to delete
certain items which are required in some linguistic construction, but not in
others.Double marking is two items marked for the same feature. pupils who
have acquired the tensed form for both auxiliary and verb often place the
marker both, as in.
1.

Adding “to be”



We are went



I am ate fried rice

Which the correction of the sentence above is;


We went



I ate fried rice

2.

Adding d/ed



Because I can played water



So, they should walked

The sentences above should be revised as below:


Because I can play water



So, they should walk
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3)

Misformation

Misformation errors are characterized by the use of the wrong form of the
morpheme or structure. In misformation errors the pupils supplies something,
even though it is incorrect.
For example:
(a) Error in using “to be” in making sentence
In making recount text, student usually got wrong in the using of “to be”. Some
of them put “to be” in the wrong place as found in the data. Here are some
example taken from the data:


There are animals



It is very beautiful



I am so happy

The sentences above should be revised as below:


There were animals



It was very beautiful



I was so happy

(b) Error in using Verb and modal in simple past tense pattern
The use of Verb 2 in recount text is absolutely needed.


Before we come



I can see mountains



I hoped I can visit
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The sentences above should be revised as below:


Before we came



I could see mountains



I hoped I could visit

(c) Error in using auxiliary verb in simple past tense form.
There are difference in using auxiliary in present and past tense. Some of the
students did not notice it and produce error. Here are the examples :


I do not forget the memori



She have catering



I have lunch

The sentences above should be revised as below:


I did not forget



She had catering



I had lunch

4)

Misordering

As the label suggests, misordering errors are characterized by the incorrect
placement of a morpheme or group of morphemes in an utterance. For example,
in the utterance.


I bought apple Batu



I was please very
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The sentence above should be revised as below:


I bought Batu‟s apple



I was very please

8. The Causes of Error
John Norrish states that there are three causes of errors:
a. Carelessness: It is often closely related to lack of motivation. Many teachers will
admit that it is not always the students„ fault if they loses interest; perhaps the
materials and/or the style of presentation do not suit him.
b. First language interference: Learning a language (mother tongue or a foreign
language) is a matter of habit information. The learners„ utterances are thought to
be gradually shaped„ towards those of the language they was learning.
c. Translation: Probably the most students make errors is translation. This happens
because a student translates his first language sentence of idiomatic expression in
to the target language word by word.25

9.The Goal of Error Analysis
While Corder divides the significant of EA in three aspects:26
1) The teacher. EA gives information of the students„ progress in acquiring the
language, and it tells them what remain for them to teach.

25
26

John Norrish, Language Learners and Their Errors (London: Macmillan Press,1983), p.137
S. P. Corder, Error Analysis and Interlanguage (Oxford University Press,1982), p.66
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2) The researcher. EA give proof to the research of how the students learn and
acquire the language, what strategies or procedures they apply in discovering
the language.
3) The learner. Making error can be applied for the learner as device to learn.

Based on the explanation above, the writer sums up that the goal of EA in
theoretical aspect is as a tool to investigate the language learning process and it
also gives information of the learners„ progress in the process of acquiring
language in the practical area. It can be a very useful feedback for the teacher, the
researcher, the students and the curriculum in how to overcome the students„
difficulty and how to deal against the error.

B. The Concept of Writing
1. The Definition of Writing
Writing is the media of communication of making contact between the writer
and the reader.27 It means that, writing can be said as a way to express idea, feeling
and thought in written form. By writing, a writer can tell a message and
information to readers. It is an activity that combines words to form meaningful
message that writer wants to express to the reader.

27

Sylvan Barnet and Murcia Stubbs, The Practical Guide To Writing (New York: Longman,
Eight Edition,1990), p.446
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Writing is the effort to express ideas and the constant use of the eyes, hand and
brain.28 It means that writing is a way to convey what we feel to readers. Through
writing readers will be able to understand what in our thoughts are and it will be
understood if we use good grammar.
Writing is an activity of expressing ideas and feelings by using written
language as its medium of communication .29 It means that writing is a process to
express writer‟s mind, feel, and thinking about anything in written form to
communicate with other people as the readers.
Writing skill for foreign learners is the most defying activity because it is a
complex skill that implicates knowledge, concepts and writing„s rules. Even, for
second language (L2) or foreign language (FL) students, the difficulty in writing
does not only lie in creating and organizing ideas but also translating the ideas into
readable writing.
There is no doubt that writing is the most difficult skill for L2 learners to
master. The difficulty lies not only in generating and organizing ideas, but also in
translating these ideas into readable text.30It means that, L2 writers have to care to
higher level skills of planning and organizing as well as lower level skills of
spelling, punctuation, word choice and the students don‟t onlyskills of spelling,
punctuation, word choice and the students don‟t only concentrate in

28

A. Raimes, Technique in Teaching Writing. China: Oxford University Press, 1983), p.3
Ibid.
30
TaherSarhady ,The Effect of Product/Process-Oriented Approach to Teaching and Learning
Writing Skill on University Student Performances (Iran: Technical University, 2015), p.7.
29
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communicating and arrangingthe idea into comprehended writing but also must
pay attention to the writing„s rule.

Based on the explanation above, the writer stacks up that writing is a process
for expressing thoughts, feelings, writer's mind about anything in written form. By
writing, the writer can inform the message and information to the reader. In
writing the writer is not just composing ideas into writings that can be understood
but the author must also pay attention to the rules in writing such as the correct use
of grammar, punctuation and also in the selection of words so that the writing will
be more interesting and easy to understand.
2. The Purpose of Writing
Therearesome purposes of writing that many experts have explained, according
to Pey Ur states that writing, in principle is the expression of ideas, the conveying
of a message to the reader.31like the table below, there are several goals in writing
based on Robert Keith Miller

Table 3
The Eleven Different Types of Purpose Include The Following:32
1. to express
6. to explain
2. to describe
7. to argue
3. to explore/learn
8. to persuade
4. to entertain
9. to evaluate
5. to inform
10. to problem solve

31

Penny Ur, A Course in Language Teaching, (UK: Cambridge University Press, 1991),163.
Robert Keith Miller, Motives for Writing 5th Edition, (New York: McGraw-Hill
Companies, Inc., 2006), p. 4.
32
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It shows that writing has its own purpose which it depends on the author„s
goal in composing the text. Based on the explanation above the main purpose of
writing is to express the idea. The idea of writing can be delivered in different
ways depended on the author„s intention.

3. The Types of Writing Text
According to Cavanagh, there are 9 types of texts, those are :33
1. Narratives frequently use long groups of words which describe a thing
(usually a noun). The descriptive information is usually contained in larger
noun groups rather than in separate sentences, e.g. „Two sensuous, grey, furry
Burnese cats are…‟rather than „There are two cats.They are grey,They are
furry.They are burmes. The purpose to entertain, create, stimulate emotions,
motivate, guide or teach through story.
2. Recounts are retelling of past events. They are usually written as a series of
events in the order in which they happen. The purpose to reconstruct past
events by retelling them in the order in which they occurred. Literary recount
also has the purpose to entertain.34
3. Descriptions focus out attention on the characteristic features of a particular
thing. These texts are particularly important in English and Science. The
purpose to describe a particular living, non-living or natural phenomenon.

33
34

Jane Cavanagh,Text Type (Sydney:Dubbo School of Distance Education,1998), p.6
Ibid., p.11-12.
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Descriptions can „stand alone‟ but are often part of other texts, e.g.
Information Reports. 35
4. Responses are used to respond to an artistic work in either the written, visual
or aural form. They are texts written about texts and are important in English
and Creative Arts as they allow individual responses to be made. The purpose
to summarise and respond personally to an artistic work/text.36
5. Reports are essentially descriptions that classify and describe things in general
andspecific terms. They are particularly important in subject such as
Scienceand Geography,which classify and describe the physical world and
subjects such as Creative Arts and History. The purpose to classify and/or
describe general classesof phenomena.37
6. Procedures give us instructions about how to do or make something.The
purpose to tell how to do something, e.g. instructions, directions or rules.38
7. Explanation explains scientifically how or whysomething occurs usually a
technological or natural phenomenon.39
8. Expositions are used to persuade by arguing one side of an issue. 40
9. Discussions are used to consider an issue from more than one point of view in
order to persuade the reader to act or think in a particular way. Discussions are

35

Ibid., p.15-16.
Ibid., p.19-20.
37
Ibid., p.22-23
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Ibid., p27-28
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Ibid., p.30.
40
Ibid., p.35.
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used in the subject English, Science, History, Creative Arts,Design and
Technology and Personal Development/ Health/ Physical Education.41

C. The Concept of Recount Text
1. The Definition of Recount Text
Recount text is a piece of text which retells past events orderly and has a
purpose to describe what have already happened.42 Based on these theories,
recounts are generally based on the direct experience of the writer but it may also
be imaginative or outside the author‟s experience. In recount text, a writer tells a
reader about his/her personal experience or tells others experience to readers. In
other words, recount text is a text which retells events or experience in the past.
Recount text “is a chronological retelling events”.43 Furthermore Hayland says
that recount text is a kind of genre that has social funcation to retell event for the
purpose of informing or entertaining .44 It means that a recount text is a text which
tells about something that happened in the past. The specials in a recount can
include what happened, who was embroiled, where it took place. Its purpose or
goal is to entertain or inform about the past activity to the reader.

41

Ibid., p.39.
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Based on the quotations, it can be concluded that recount is a text which retells
events or experiences in the past. The purpose of recount text is to provide
information or entertain the reader.

2. The types of Recount Text
Stubbs further classifies recount text into several types.
1. A factual recount which is focused on recalling events accurately, it can range
from aneveryday task such as a school accident report to a formal, structured
research task such as a historical recount.
2. A procedural recount which records the steps from completing a task or
procedure.Example: include a flow chart of the actions required for making
bread and the steps to solve a mathematical problem.
3. A biographical recount which tells a person‟s story by using a third person
narator.
4. Literary recounts which entertain the reader by recreating the events of an
imaginary world as they are real.
5. A writer‟s or speaker‟s own experiences which are the basis of a personal
recount. It means that Personal recount is retelling an event that the writer was
personally involved in for example: personal experience, personal letter,
diary, entries, journal, anecdotes, and postcard. Personal recount is usually
written in the first person (I and We) and often to entertain and to inform.45

45

S.Stubbs, Targeting Text (Sidney : Blake Education, 2000), p.8.
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There are many kinds of recount text. They are factual recount, a procedural
recount, biographical recount, literary recount, personal recount but the students
only take personal recount text because as we know many students prefer to write
their experiences. So it will not make students have difficulty in writing recount
text.

3. The Generic Features of Recount Text
A recount text usually has three main sections: Orientation, Sequence of Events
and Reorientation (Personal Comment).46
Table 4
The Schematic Features of Recount Text
Step 1 : Orientation.
Provides information about who,
whereand when
Step 2 : Sequence of Event
Presents events in chronological
Order
Step 3 : Reorientation (Personal
Evaluates the events that took
Comment)
Place

4. The Language Features of Recount Text
In addition, there are some language features in recount texts.
1. Uses common nouns referring to people, places andthings (home).
2. Uses pronouns referring to people and other livingthings (did, things).
3. Uses action verbs to describe behaviour and relationverbs to indicatewriter‟s
attitude toward event (went).
4. Uses simple past tense (was).
46

Elsie Nelley, ed all, Pm Writing (Canada‟sLearning Advantage, 2012), p.16
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5.

Model of a Recount text

1.

Helping Mom

Orientation

: This morning,I did lots of things to help my mom at home.

Sequence of Events

: First, I got dressed and I made my bed.Then, I put my clean
clothes in the big dresser. I put my toys away too, next I
went into the kitchen and I fed the cat. After I had my
breakfast, I got ready for school. I put my lunch and my
books in my bag

Re-Orientation
2.

: Mom was very pleased with me. I liked to help her.47

My Basketball Experience

Orientation

: When I was in Junior High School, I really loved
basketballdresser.I put my toys away, too.Next, I went into
the kitchen and I fed the cat. After I had my breakfast,I got
ready for school. I put my lunch and my booksin my bag.

Event 1

: Every Saturday afternoon I practiced in school field with my
team and my coach. They were strong and smart players. My
coach, Mr. Sentana was a kind person. But, while he was
coaching us, he was very discipline. He would grounded
anyone who came late and not obeyed the team‟s rules.

Event 2

: With Mr.Sentana, our team won many tournaments in many
big cities. Our team named after school, 67 Team (from SMP

47

Ibid., p.7.
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67) and we had so many fans too. Now, I still love basketball
and have a team too.
Re-Orientation

: But, my parents warn me to play attention more to study,
basketball just for hobby.48

48

NatanaelSaragih, RoswitaSilalahi, HilmanPardede,The Effectiveness of Using Recount Text
to Improve Writing Skill For Grade III Students of Kalam Kudus Elementary School 2
Pematangsiantar(Indonesia: Sumatra utara university IOSR Journal Of Humanities And Social
Science (IOSR-JHSS) Volume 19, Issue 1, Ver. XII ,2014) , p.58.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODLOGY

A. Research Design
Creswell, states that Error Analysis is considered as descriptive design/
qualitative method. Qualitative research is also described as an unfolding model
that occurs in a natural setting that enables the researcher to develop a level of
detail from high involvement in the actual experiences.1 One identifier of a
qualitative research is the social phenomenon being investigated from the
participant’s viewpoint. In this study the writer uses a case study to do the
reserch and she employs descriptive analysis to deliver the result of the reserch.
Yin defines the case study method as ‘an empirical inquiry that investigates a
contemporary phenomenon with in its real-life context.2 There are several
procedures in conducting Error Analysis and she chooses the procedure of Error
Analysis based on Els et al in Hermini. he classifies the students’ errors in
writing recount text based on surface strategy in taxonomy.3 So in this research,
the writer asked the students’work in writing a recount text after that
identification students’ error in writing recount text, than the writer describe of
student’s error in writing recount text. After the writer described the writer
1

John. W Creswell, Research Design(University of Nebraska, Licoln, 2003), p.67.
Robert K.Yin, Case Study Research Design and Methods(New Delhi:Sage Publication), p.13.
3
Hermini, Grammatical Error Analysis in Recount Texts Made by the Students of
Cokroaminoto University of Palopo (University of Palopo:Ethical Lingua Vol. 2, No. 1, 2015),
p.94.
2
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explan the students’error then evaluation and correction based on Surface
Strategy Taxonomy (addition, omission, and misformation,misordering). By this
step, it was expeceted to help the process of finding the fact (data) easily. After
that the writer accounted the total of the errors then classify the the most
common errors and the least common errors which students made based on
surface strategy taxonomy.

B. The Population and Sample of Research
The subject in this research is the fourth semester of English major in State
Islamic University of Raden Intan Lampungin the academic year of 2017. The
fourth semester students are divided into 6 classes A, B, C, D, E, F and the writer
took F class to conduct the reserch because that class had the lowest score than
other class. The writer use purposive sampling.

C. The Sampling Technique
Purposive sampling techniques have also been referred to as nonprobablity
sampling or purposeful sampling or qualitative sampling. As noted above,
purposive sampling techniques involve selecting certain units or cases based on a
specific purpose rather than randomly. 4 Purposive sampling is a technique widely
used in qualitative research for the identification and selection of information-

4

Charles Teddlie and Fen Yu, Mixed Methods Research (Sage:2007), p.80.
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rich cases for the most effective use of limited resouces.5 It means Purposive
sampling was type of non probablity sampling where the sites that were assesed
indentifying and selecting individuals or groups of individuals that were
expecially knowledge able about or experienced with phenomenon of interest by
the assessmeent team and based on the pupose of the assesment. So the writer
took samples in the fourth semester in class F because when the writer
interviewed essay wrting’s lecturer in English major in State Islamic University
of Raden Intan Lampung, the writer asked for student’s writing result in writing
recount text that had lowest score then essay writing’s lecturer gave the writer
result of writing from the fourth semester in class F

D. Data Collecting Method
To collect the data, the writer used student’s work in writing recount text .
The instrument used in this study was document. The documentation method
means that all of the data in this study were documents. It could be novels,
textbook, newspaper, letter, piece of paper, e-mail, bulletin, etc. For this study,
the writer used document which mean the students’ writing in recount text as the
data. Furthermore, the writer analyzed the document to find the error that made
by the students in their writing of recount text

5

Lawrence A Palinkas, Purposeful Sampling for Qualitative Data Collection and Anlaysis in
Mixed Method Implementation Research (New york:University of Southern California, 2013), p.2.
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E. Credibility and Transferability of the Research
Criteria for evaluating qualitative research focused on how well the writer had
provided evidence and how well the writer described and analyzed the evidence
that they had got.6 Transferability refers to the degree to which the results of
qualitative research can be generalized or transferred to other contexts or
settings.7 Credibility refers to whether the participants’ perceptions of setting or
events match up with the writer’s report.8 It means that Credibility involves
establishing that the results of qualitative research are credible or believable from
the perspective of the participant in the research. There are some strategies that
used to improve the crediability and trasferability in qualitative research :
1. Prolonged and meaningful participation in setting
The Writer spend enoug time in setting and take part in meaningful with the
participants and lecturer.
2. Triangulation of multiple data sources
A second aspect of credibility involves checking on whether the writer’s
interpretation of process and interactions in setting is valid. The writer collect
multiple sources of data to ensure that they had a broad representation of the
places and persons studied. The information provided by these different

6

Marguerite G. Lodico, Dean T. Spaulding, Katherine H. Voegtle, Method in Education
Research (San Fransisco: Jossey-Bass,2006), p.273
7
Ibid, P.275.
8
Ibid
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source should be compared through triangulation to corroborate the writer’s
conclusions.
3. Negative case analysis
When negative instances are identified, the writer should revise, why the case
does not fit.
4. Participant review of interview transcripts
All participants will not shre the same perspective, so transcribes interviews
or summaries of the reseracher’s conclusion are sent to participants for
review.
5. Member check
The writer use member check for transcribed interview .
6. Peer debriefer
A colleague who examines the field note.
7. Attention to voice
Writer taking an emancipatory-liberatory framework.
8. External Audit
In an external audit, an writer examines all the data collected in a study with
the following questions
a. Are the findings grouded in data ? Is there a clear connection between
each finding and some part of data?
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b. Are the themes appropriate to the data? Are all interpretations and
conclusions supported by the data?.9

Based on the statement above, the writer use triangulation of multiple data
source, it means aspect of credibility involves checking on whether the writer
interpretation of the process in the setting is valid in this research, there were 2
advisors and also English teacher in Standard Ghandi Course, Muhammad Fadli
Sheikh who have checked the result of the writer’s data.

F. Data Analysis
1. Procedure of Error Analysis
There were several procedure in conducting Error Analysis.
The writer chose the procedure of Error Analysis. based on Els, et al in Hermini
suggests the following steps ti conduct an error analysis research. 10
A. Identification of errors.The first step in the process of analysis
wasidentification of errors. In this step, the writer recognized the learners‘
errors from the result of student’s work in writing recount text. To find the
error, the writer read each of the students’work. Then, using the codes (i.e.
numerical numbers and underline marks). The errors were determine when

9

Ibid, p273-274.
10
Hermini, Grammatical Error Analysis in Recount Texts Made by the Students of
Cokroaminoto University of Palopo (University of Palopo:Ethical Lingual Vol. 2, No. 1, 2015), p.94.
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the students omitted necessary items or added unnecesary ones, misformed
items, or misordering them.
B.

Description of errors. The next step was describing errors; it began when an
identification stage had taken place. The description of learners errors
implicates classification of kinds of errors made by the learners based on
surafce startegy taxonomy. To description of error, writer provided the
correction of errors. The codes that were used as follows:
a. (1) uses for omission errors
b. (2) uses for addition errors
c.

(3) uses for misformation errors

d.

(4) uses for misordering errors

C. Explanation of errors. The third step in the process of analysis was the
explanation of error that could be regarded as a linguistic problem. This step
the writer tried to account for how and why the learners‘ errors occur.
D.

Evaluation of errors. In this step, the writer provided suggestions to students
to be able increase their knowledge to avoid the same error.

E. Preventing/Correcting of errors. The last step was correction of errors, the
writer checked the errors and then gave the correct one. It was done to make
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the learners realize with their errors in order to avoid the students made the
same errors later.11

2. Classifying the error based on surface strategy in taxonomy
In this step the writer determined about the type and also determined the
percentages of the student’s errors, as Arikunto says when the data was gathered
and then they were classified in qualitative or quantitative. After that the writer
wrote the errors in the table.12
3. Calculating the Error
According to the previous step, the writer calculated the type of errors made
by students by using the formulation based on Sudjono.13

X 100% or Percentage of Error =
Where:
P= Percentage of error
F= Total number of type error
N = Total number of students’s sentence errors

11

Hermini, Grammatical Error Analysis in Recount Texts Made by the Students of
Cokroaminoto University of Palopo (University of Palopo:Ethical Lingua Vol. 2, No. 1,
2015), p.94.
12
Suharsimi Arikunto, Prosedur Penelitia, (Jakarta: Edisi Revisi VI, PT Renika Cipta, 2006),
p.239.
13
Annas Sudjiono, pengantarstatistikapendidikan (Jakarta:PTRajaGrafindoPersada,2008),
p.86.
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The writer arranged the students’s errors based on the students’s name
alphabetically.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND DISCUSSION

A. Findings
The description of data here, was taken based on the research problem that was
stated in the first chapter in this study. The writer described the data start from the
identification of error and then followed by the classification of error then Calculating
the error.
1. Identification of Error
Documentation was the main instrument of this research. The data is collected
directly from students‟s work in writing recount text. When collecting the data,
the writer had chosen twenty six students in one class PBI 4F in fourth semester
of student English Department UIN Raden Intan Lampung in the academic year
of 2017/2018. The numbers of students in class F were 30 but the writer only got
26 papers of students‟ writing in recount text by the writing lecturer, After the
writer got the documents of the students, the writer identified the error. In this
study, the writer analyzed 26 students‟ writing in recount text. The error that the
writer identified was focused on Students‟s Error in using simple past tense in
writing recount text based on surface startegy taxonomy (addition, omission,
misordering and misformation).
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2. Description of Errors
The next step was describing errors, it began when an identification stage
has taken place. The description of learners errors implicates classification of
kinds of errors made by the learners based on surafce startegy taxonomy. To
describe the error, writer provides the correction of errors by using colour
codes :
a.

Yellow for addition

b.

Orange for Omission

c.

Pink for Misformation

d.

Green for Misordering

After giving the codes for each type of error, then the writer calculated the
number of each error. The writer draws up the result of calculation into table.
This table below is the recapitulation of students‟ recount text writing error.
Table 4
The types of error made by the students and it frequency
Type of Error

The
Students

Addition

Student 1

1

0

5

1

7

Student 2

1

1

7

1

10

Student 3

1

1

2

0

4

Student 4

1

0

5

0

6

Student 5

0

0

4

1

5

Student 6

0

0

5

1

6

Omission Misformation Misordering

Total
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Student 7

1

1

9

0

11

Student 8

2

0

2

0

4

Student 9

0

3

9

0

12

Student 10

0

0

5

0

5

Student 11

1

0

3

0

4

Student 12

1

0

0

0

1

Student 13

0

1

4

1

6

Student 14

0

0

3

0

3

Student 15

0

0

1

0

1

Student 16

0

0

0

1

1

Student 17

0

3

3

0

6

Student 18

0

0

3

1

4

Student 19

0

0

6

1

7

Student 20

0

2

6

0

8

Student 21

1

0

2

1

4

Student 22

0

1

14

0

15

Student 23

0

0

4

0

4

Student 24

0

0

0

1

1

Student 25

0

2

5

1

8

Student 26

0

1

3

0

4

Total

10

16

110

11

147

Percentage
of Error

6,8%

10,8%

75%

7,4%

100

3. Explanation of Error
In this step the writer explain for how and why the learners„ errors occur. The
writer focused on Surface Startegy Taxonomy in writing recount text. The error
consisted of error in using simple past tense.
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a) The Use of Simple Past Tense
In making a recount text, the tense used is simple past. This is related with
the purpose of the recount text which is to retell the past event. The
understanding on the grammatical features in every kinds of text is absolutely
needed by the student to make a good writing as in the recount text. After the
data was analyzed, the writer found some errors in using simple past tense.
The result of data analyzing were classified into some classification as follow:

A. Student 1
Addition
1. Incorrect
Explanation

: I am go to study tour together
: the student usually made an error of adding “tobe” that
is not needed.

Correction
2. Incorrect
Explanation

: I went for a study -tour together
: I am studied in SMPN 1 Candipura
: the student usually made an error of adding “tobe” that
is not needed.

Correction

: I studied at SMPN 1 candipura

Misformation
1. Incorrect
Explanation

: Go to Bandung city
: The student uses V1 ( Present tense ) in the past
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Correction
2. Incorrect

: Went to Bandung
: We all introduction with them

Explanation

: The student uses V1 ( Present tense ) in the past

Correction

: We introduced ourselves to them

3. Incorrect

: We visited Tangkuban Perahu, Zoo and sleep in
Bandung

Explanation

: The student uses V1 ( Present tense ) after and in the
past

Correction

: We visited Tangkuban Perahu, Zoo and slept in
Bandung

4. Incorrect

: The air is very cold, when I went to Bandung

Explanation

: The student use “to be”( present ) in the past sentence

Correction

: The air was very cold, when I went to Bandung

5. Incorrect

: I am very happy

Explanation

: The student use “to be”( present ) in the past sentence

Correction

: I was very happy

Misordering
1. Incorrect

: At the second of the semester grade eleven school

Explanation

:The student still made error in placing items

Correction

: The second semester students of the eleventh grade
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B. Student 2
Addition
1. Incorrect

: We were went there because our relative would be
married

Explanation

: The student usually made an error of adding “tobe” that
is not needed.

Correction

: We went there because our relative would get married

Omission
1. Incorrect

: First time I think, I could n‟t get friendly people but I
was wrong , They very friendly

Explanation

: The student omit tobe after subject

Correction

: First, I thought, I couldn‟t meet friendly people, but I
was false , They were very friendly

Misformation
1. Incorrect

: When we arrived, our relative very welcome to us

Explanation

: The student use verb 1 in the past sentence

Correction

: When we arrived, our relative very welcomed us very
much

2. Incorrect

: First time I think I could n‟t get friendly people but I
was wrong , Theyvery friendly

Explanation

: The student use verb1 in the past sentence
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Correction

: First, I thought, I couldn‟t meet friendly people, but I
was false , They were very friendly

3. Incorrect

: We go there because our relative would be married

Explanation

: The student uses V1 ( Present tense ) in the past

Correction

: We went there because our relative would get married

4. Incorrect

: We go there with the bus

Explanation

: The student uses V1 ( Present tense ) in the past

Correction

: We went there by bus

5. Incorrect
Explanation

: They will prepared some traditional food
: 1. The student uses Modal ( Present tense ) in the past
sentence
2. After modal always use V1

Correction
6. Incorrect

: They would prepare some traditional food
: I can‟t get friendly people

Explaination : The student uses Modal ( Present tense ) in the past
sentence
Correction
7. Incorrect

: I couldn‟t meet friendly people
: I get new best friend there

Explaination : The student uses V1 ( Present tense ) in the past
Correction

: I got new best friends there
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Misordering
1. Incorrect

: Some food traditional

Explanation

: The student still made error in placing items

Correction

: Some traditional food

C. Student 3
Addition
1. Incorrect

: When I was at senior high school, I was be a paskibra of
Lampung

Explanation

: the student usually made an error of adding “be” in that
is not needed.

Correction

: When I was at senior high school. I was a paskibra of
Lampung

Omission
1. Incorrect

:Not only that I got new friend of other states

Explanation

: The student didn‟t put “s ” in the plural words

Correction

: Not only that, I got new friends of other states

Misformation
1. Incorrect
Explanation

: Not all of students Can be a paskibraka
: The students use modal in present form in the past
sentence
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Correction
2. Incorrect
Explaination

: Not all students could be a paskibraka
: Because there are so many rule
: The student use tobe in present form in the past
sentence

Correction

: Because there were so many rules

D. Student 4
Addition
1. Incorrect
Explanation

: My parents and I went to bypas to waited a bus
: the student usually made an error of adding “ed” after
preposition and it is not needed.

Correction

: My parents and I went to bypass to wait for a bus

Misformation
1. Incorrect

: One day I get a bad news

Explanation

: The student uses V1 ( Present tense ) in the past

Correction

: One day, I got bad news

2. Incorrect
Explanation

: My aunty is died
: The student uses tobe ( Present tense ) in the past
sentence

Correction
3. Incorrect
Explanation

: My aunty was died
: My parents and I go to bypas to wait a bus
: The student uses V1 ( Present tense ) in the past
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Correction
4. Incorrect
Explanation

: My parents and I went to bypass to wait for a bus
: We show the bus to go to pagar alam
: The student uses V1 ( Present tense ) in the past
sentence

Correction
5. Incorrect

: We showed the bus to go to pagar alam
: I knew, we should tawakal and be patiance with this
situation

Explanation

: The student uses V2 in the statment sentence

Correction

: I know, we shouldbe tawakal and be patient with this
situation

E. Student 5
Misformation
1. Incorrect
Explanation

: I was called by photographer, I am shock
: The student uses tobe ( Present tense ) in the past
sentence

Correction
2. Incorrect
Explanation

: I was called by a photographer.I was shocked
: I answere yes
: The student uses V1 ( Present tense ) in the past
sentence

Correction
3. Incorrect

: I answered yes
: I get news , win photo genic contest
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Explanation

: The student uses V1 ( Present tense ) in the past
sentence

Correction
4. Incorrect
Explaination

: I got news about my winning photo genic contest
: I am verygrateful
: The student uses tobe ( Present tense ) in the past
sentence

Correction

: I was very grateful

Misordering
1. Incorrect

: I got news genic win photo contest

Explanation

: The student still made error in placing items

Correction

: I got news about wining photo genic contest

F. Student 6
Misformation
1. Incorrect
Explanation

: My friend and I visiting Tanjung Tuha
: The student uses v + ing without tobe in the past
sentence

Correction
2. Incorrect
Explanation

: My friend and I visited Tanjung Tuha
: I can see the view coral
: The student uses modal in Present form in the past
sentence

Correction

: I could see the coral view
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3. Incorrect
Explanation

: My friend and I swimming in the sea
: The student uses verb + ing without tobe in the past
sentence

Correction
4. Incorrect
Explanation

: My friend and I swam in the sea
: we catch the fish and bake fish
: The student uses V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
5. Incorrect

: we caught and baked fish
: This is the first time, I stay at the beach with my best
friend

Explanation

: The student uses Tobe and V1 (present tense) in the
past sentence

Correction

: This was the first time,I stayed at the beach with my
best friend

Misordering
1. Incorrect

: I can see the view coral

Explanation

: The student still made error in placing items

Correction

: I could see the coral view

G. Student 7
Omission
1. Incorrect

: In the first time, I afraid with them
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Explanation

: The student to put tobe after subject

Correction

: at the first time, I was afraid of them

Addition
1. Incorrect
Explanation

: they are had a good heart with us
: the student usually made an error of adding “tobe” that
is not needed.

Correction

: they had a good heart with us

Misformation
1. Incorrect
Explanation

: When I am in junior high school
: The student uses tobe (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
2. Incorrect

: When I was in junior high school
: I choose one of them my best experince

Explanation

: The student V1 (present tense) in the past sentence

Correction

: I chose one of them to be my best experience

3. Incorrect
Explanation

: In 2011, I followed a big agenda that is jambore
: The student uses tobe (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction

: In 2011, I followed a big agenda that was jambore
nasional

4. Incorrect

: I can learn kinds of languages from them
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Explanation

: The student uses modal (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
5. Incorrect
Explanation

: I could learn kinds of languages from them
: I cansee and talk with people from Irian Jaya
: The student uses modal (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
6. Incorrect
Explanation

: I could see and talk with people from Irian Jaya
: They have a good heart with us
: The student uses V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
7. Incorrect

: They had a good heart with us
: I come back and separated with all of my friends
fromother provinces and states

Explanation

: The student uses V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction

: I came back and was separate from all of my friends
from other the provinces and states

8. Incorrect
Explanation

: I am so sad
: The student uses tobe (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
9. Incorrect

: I was so sad
: They are like my family
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Explanation

: The student uses tobe (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction

: They were like my family

H. Student 8
Addition
1. Incorrect

: The weather came back like before, all of passangers
thanks to God

Explanation

: the student usually made an error of adding “S ” in
verb of plural sentence

Correction

: The weather came back like before. All passengers
thanked God

2 Incorrect
Explanation

: We can continued our trip calmly
: the student usually made an error of adding “d ” after
modal

Correction

: We could continue our trip calmly

Misformation
1. Incorrect

: All of passangers thanks to God

Explanation

: The student V1 (present tense) in the past sentence

Correction

: All passengers thanked God

2. Incorrect
Explanation

: We can continue our trip calmly
: The student modal (present tense) in the past sentence
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Correction

: We could continue our trip calmly

I. Student 9
Omission
1. Incorrect

: We were watching the movie, the story very romantice

Explanation

: The student omit “tobe was” in this sentence

Correction

: We were watching the movie, the story was very
romantic

2. Incorrect
Explanation

: We watching the movie “Promise“
: The student verb + ing without tobe in the past
sentence

Correction
3. Incorrect

: We were watching the movie “Promise”
: I felt tired so I sleeping in the cinema

Explanation

: The student omit tobe V1+ing

Correction

: I felt tired so I was sleeping in the cinema

Misformation
1. Incorrect
Explanation

: I go to the cinema
: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
2. Incorrect

: I went to the cinema
: We can continue our trip calmly
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Explanation

: The student use modal (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
3. Incorrect
Explanation

: We could continue our trip calmly
: We use motorcycle
: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
4. Incorrect
Explanation

: We used motorcycle
: I feel tired so I‟m sleeping in the cinema
: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
5. Incorrect

: I felt tired so I was sleeping in the cinema
: I don‟t know

Explanation

: The student V1 (present tense) in the past sentence

Correction

: I didn‟t know

6. Incorrect

: I feel, I am in Australia in my dream

Explanation

: The student use V1 (present tense) in the past sentence

Correction

: I felt, I was in Australia in my dream

7. Incorrect
Explanation

: I sleep one hour
: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
8. Incorrect

: I slept for one hour
: It‟s very embarrassing
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Explanation

: The student used tobe(present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
9. Incorrect
Explanation

: It was a very embarrassing film
: I sleep in the cinema
: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction

: I slept in the cinema

J. Student 10
Misformation
1. Incorrect

: I don‟t belive it, I win the karate competition

Explanation

: The student used V1 in the past sentence

Correction

: I didn‟t believe it, I won the karate competition

2. Incorrect

: I don‟t know but that was my best experince

Explanation

: The student used V1 in the past sentence

Correction

: I didn‟t know but that was my best experience

3. Incorrect

: I give an achivement to win the karate competition

Explanation

: The student used V1 in the past sentence

Correction

: I gave an achievementto win the karate competition

4. Incorrect
Explanation

: their daughter is good enough in karate
: The student used tobe (present tense) in the past
sentence
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Correction
5. Incorrect
Explanation

: their daughter was good enough at karate
: I am really proud of myself
: The student used tobe (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction

: I was really proud of myself

K. Student 11
Addition
1. Incorrect
Explanation

: We were arrives at our villa
: the student usually made an error of adding “tobe” and
add “s” in the past sentence

Correction

: We arrived at our villa

Misformation
1. Incorrect
Explanation

: My family get ready to go to Bogor
: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
2. Incorrect
Explanation

: My family got ready to go to Bogor
: I see a beautiful view, What I never look before
: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
3. Incorrect

: I saw a beautiful view, that I had never seen before
: In the zoo there are many kinds of animals
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Explanation

: The student used tobe (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction

: In the zoo there were many kinds of animals

L. Student 12
Addition
1. Incorrect
Explanation

: One of them was laugh
: the student usually made an error of adding “tobe” that
is not needed.

Correction

: one of them laughed

M. Student 13
Omission
1. Incorrect

: We always together to canteen

Explanation

: The student omit “V2” after subject

Correction

: We always went to the canteen together

Misformation
1. Incorrect
Explanation

: I meet new friend in univerity
: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
2. Incorrect

: I met new friends at the university
: When I going to class
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Explanation

: The student used V1+ting without tobe (present tense)
in the past sentence

Correction
3. Incorrect
Explanation

: When I went to class
: I feel comfortable with them
: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
4. Incorrect
Explanation

: I felt comfortable with them
: We always go to the canteen and class together
: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction

: We always together went to canteen and went to class

Misordering
1. Incorrect

: My name friend‟s umi and astrika

Explanation

: The student still made error in placing items

Correction

: My friend‟s name is Umi and Astrika

N. Student 14
Misformation
1. Incorrect
Explanation

: This event make closer than before
: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction

: This event made us closer than before
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2. Incorrect
Explanation

: If we speak in Indonesia
: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
3. Incorrect
Explanation

: If we spoke in Indonesia
: even, I miss to do it with them
: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction

: even, I missed to doing it with them

O. Student 15
Misformation
1. Incorrect

: We do many thing there, we hiked the hills, swam
at the waterfall and many more

Explanation

: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction

: We did many things there, We hiked to the hills,
swam under the waterfall and many more

P. Student 16
Misordering
1. Incorrect

: The Slanik view of hills

Explanation

: The student still made error in placing items

Correction

: The view of Slanik hills
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Q. Student 17
Omission
1. Incorrect

: I really afraid in my class in last semester

Explanation

: The student omit “tobe” after subject

Correction

: I was really afraid in my class last semester

2. Incorrect

: I not understand about my English major

Explanation

: The student omit “helping verb did” after subject

Correction

: I did not understand about my English major

3. Incorrect

: After spending one semester,I met final test and I
afraid so much

Explanation

: The student omit “tobe” after subject

Correction

: I met the final test and I was so afraid

Misformation
1. Incorrect
Explanation

: I meet final test and I was afraid so much
: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
2. Incorrect
Explanation

: I met the final test and I was so afraid
: In my thinking, what can I do about it
: The student used verb +ing in the past sentence and
modal (present tense) in the past sentence
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Correction
3. Incorrect

: I thought, what could I do about it
: She always give me motivation , you get it if you be
hard

Explanation

: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence and also forgot to put s in the singular verb

Correction

: She always gave me the motivation “you get it if
you work hard‟‟

R. Student 18
Misformation
1.

Incorrect

: When I was there I met many people from other
cities and I get a lot of friends

Explanation

: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction

: When I was there I met many people from other
cities and Igot a lot of friends

2.

Incorrect

: In Batam there is a nice tourist

Explanation

: The student used tobe (present tense) in the past
sentence

3.

Correction

: In batam there was a nice tourist

Incorrect

: I was so happy, I can go to Batam
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Explanation

: The student used modal (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction

: I was so happy, I could go to Batam

Misordering
1.

Incorrect

: In batam there is a tourist nice

Explanation

: The student still made error in placing items
between verb and adjective

Correction

: In batam there was a nice tourist

S. Student 19
Misformation
1. Incorrect

: I am very shock because I get something that made
me so surprised

Explanation

: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction

: I was very shocked because I got something that
made me so surprised

2. Incorrect
Explanation

: It is so frightened for me because I hate the cat
: The student used tobe (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
3. Incorrect

: It was so frightening for me because I hate the cat
: I stand alone for a minutes
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Explanation

: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
4. Incorrect
Explanation

: I stood alone for a minute
: I look the face cat
: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
5. Incorrect
Explanation

: I looked at the face of the cat
: Her eyes that is pretty
: The student used tobe (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
6. Incorrect
Explanation

: Her eyes were pretty
: I try to close it
: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction

: I tried to close it

Misordering
1. Incorrect
Explanation

: I very much liked it
: The student still made error in placing items
between verb and adjective

Correction

: I liked it very much
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T. Student 20
Omission
1. Incorrect

: My friend and I confused

Explanation

: The student omit “tobe” in this sentence

Correction

: My friend and I were confused

2. Incorrect

: We in crush to make

Explanation

: The student omit “tobe” in this sentence

Correction

: We were in crush to make

Misformation
1. Incorrect

: I repeat to make a video

Explanation

: The student verb1 present tense in the past sentence

Correction

: I repeated to make a video

2. Incorrect
Explanation

: We start our video
: The student used verb1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
3. Incorrect
Explanation

: We started our video
: My phone ring in the bag
: The student use V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
4. Incorrect

: My phone rang in the bag
: I take my phone
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Explanation

: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
5. Incorrect

: I took my phone
: My mom said I must go to home early, I am be
down

Explanation

: The student used tobe (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
6. Incorrect

: My mom said I must go home early.I was down
: The voice construction were smoothing wood, It
isnoisy

Explanation

: The student used tobe (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction

: The smoothing wood noise of the construction was
noisy
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U. Student 21
Addition
1. Incorrect

: Before entering collage, Iwas already
signscholarship

Explanation

: The student add tobe in the verb 1 in this past
sentence

Correction

: Before entering the college, I already signed the
scholarship

Misformation
1. Incorrect
Explanation

: The new school year begins, I begin to enter
: The student use V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
2. Incorrect

: The school new year began, I began to enter
: Before enteringcollage, Iwasalready sign
scholarship

Explanation

: The student used verb 1 in the past sentence

Correction

: Before entering the college, I already signed the
scholarship

Misordering
1. Incorrect
Explanation

: The new school year begins. I begin to enter
: The student still made in placing items
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Correction

: The school new year began, I began to enter

V. Student 22
Omission
1. Incorrect

: One day, My friend and I in canteen

Explanation

: The student omit “tobe” in this sentence

Correction

: One day, My friend and I were in the canteen

Misformation
1. Incorrect
Explanation

: Our senior in collage come to us
: The student use V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
2. Incorrect
Explanation

: Our senior in college came to us
: He invite us to join in that event
: The student use V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
3. Incorrect
Explanation

: He invited us to join in that event
: We can improve our skill in leadership
: The student use modal (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
4. Incorrect

: We could improve our skill in leadership
: I never get the event about leadership
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Explanation

: The student use V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
5. Incorrect
Explanation

: I never got on event about leadership
: My friend and I decide to join the event
: The student use V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
6. Incorrect
Explanation

: My friend and I decided to join the event
: I think, it is so awesome
: The student use V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence and the student use tobe (present tense) in
the past sentence

Correction
7. Incorrect
Explanation

: We thought it was so awesome
: There is many students in other collage
: The student use tobe in singular and use tobe
(present tense) in the past sentence

Correction
8. Incorrect
Explanation

: There were many students in other colleges
: My friend and I enjoy this event
: The student use V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
9. Incorrect

: My friend and I enjoyed this event
: At 12.00 pm, it is time to lunch
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Explanation

: The student use tobe in singular and use tobe
(present tense) in the past sentence

Correction
10. Incorrect
Explanation

: 12.00 was time to lunch
: I charge my phone and go to the bathroom
: The student use V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
11. Incorrect
Explanation

: I charged my phone and went to bathroom
: After I take a bath
: The student use V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
12. Incorrect
Explanation

: After I took a bath
: I want to take my phone
: The student use V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
13. Incorrect
Explanation

: I wanted to take my phone
: I don‟t see my phone
: The student use helping verb (present tense) in the
past sentence

Correction
14. Incorrect
Explanation

: I didn‟t see my phone
: My phone is lost
: The student use tobe (present tense) in the past
sentence
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Correction

: My phone was lost

W. Student 23
Misformation
1. Incorrect
Explanation

: One day my family and I go to the zoo
: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
2. Incorrect
Explanation

: One day my family and I went to the zoo
: My family and I see many animals
: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
3. Incorrect

: My family and I saw many animals
: In the zoo, there are wild animals, that is tiger and
snake

Explanation

: The student used tobe (present tense) and also use
tobe “ is” in the plural word

Correction

: In the zoo, there were wild animals, they were tigers
and snakes

4. Incorrect
Explanation

: I can go to the zoo with my family
: The student used modal (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction

: I could go to the zoo with my family
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X. Student 24
Misformation
1. Incorrect

: I went to Ciamis with my mother, it is an excited
trip

Explanation

: The student used tobe (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction

: I went to Ciamis with my mother. It was an exciting
trip

Y. Student 25
Omission
1. Incorrect

: Wahyu the antagonis charcter

Explanation

: The student omit “tobe” in this sentence

Correction

: Wahyu was the antagonist character

2. Incorrect

: Itsuch a good time, we done for speaking final test.

Explanation

: The student omit “tobe” in this sentence

Correction

: It was a good time of our doing speaking final test.

Misformation
1. Incorrect

: So we don‟tneed so much time to finish the
assigment

Explanation

:The student used helping verb 1 (present tense) in
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the past sentence
Correction

: So we didn‟t need so much time to finish the
assignment

2. Incorrect
Explanation

: First day, we search the place
: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
3. Incorrect

: First day, we searched the place
: We choose AICIS building

Explanation

: The student used V1 (present tense) in the past

Correction

: We chose AICIS building

4. Incorrect
Explanation

: I think, that is my new experience
:The student used V1 and to be “is” (present
tense) in the past sentence

Correction
5. Incorrect

: I though, that was my new experience
: My new experince that can make my speaking
acting skill better than before

Explanation

: The student use modal (present tense) in the past

Correction

: My new experience that could make my speaking
skill better than before

Misordering
1. Incorrect

: My new experince that could make my speaking
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acting skill better than before
Explanation

: The student still made error in placing items

Correction

: My new experience that could make my acting
speaking skill better than before

Z. Student 26
Omission
1. Incorrect

: I tried to drain my hobby and I not belive that I
did.

Explanation

: The student omit helping verb “did” in this
sentence

Correction

: I tried to drain my hobby and I didn‟t believe that
I did.

Misformation
1. Incorrect
Explanation

: When I try to give a pride to my self
: The student use verb 1 (present tense) in the past
sentence

Correction
2. Incorrect

: When I tried to give a pride to myself
: I did n‟t belive that, I do and develop my hobby

Explanation

:The student used verb 1 in the past sentence

Correction

: I didn‟t believe that I did and developed my
hobby
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3. Incorrect
Explanation

: I wish my best experince, it will not be forget
: The student used modal “will” in the past
sentence

Correction

: I wish my best experience which would not be
forgotten

4. Evaluation and Correcting of Error
1. The Error of Omission
a. Omitting “to be”
Because sentences were divided into two kinds, nominal and verbal,
we cannot deny that in the simple past tense is also has a nominal
sentence which to be is needed. This kinds of error occurred 14 times.
Below is the example of error of omission of d/ed taken from the data:
1. In the first time, I afraid with them
2. We were watching the movie. The story very romantice
3. I really afraid in my class in last semester

The sentences above should be revised as below:
1. In the first time, I was afraid with them
2. We were watching the movie. The story was very romantic
3. I was really afraid in my class in last semester
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b. Omitting auxiliary
Besides omitting verb, the students are also omit the auxiliary that
should be put before the verb. Omission of auxiliary is 2 times of
occurrence.. Here are the example of omission of auxiliary:
1. I not understand about my English major
2. I

tried to drain my hobby and I not belive that I did

The sentences above should be revised as below
1. I did not understand about my English major
2. I tried to drain my hobby and I didn‟t believe that I did

2 The Error of Addition
a. Adding “to be”
Beside omit “to be”, the student usually made an error of adding “be”
that is not needed, Omission in adding tobe there are 7 times of
occurrence Below as the example taken from the data:
1. I am go to study tour together
2. We were went there because our relative would be merried
3. We were arrives at our villa

The sentences above should be revised as below:
1. I went for a studytour together
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2. We went there because our relative would be merried
3. We arrived at our villa

b. Adding d/ed
Even in the pattern of simple past tense, there are some conditions that
make the verb should no be given ending d/de. For example, if there are
modal or to-infinitive, the ending d/ed must be omitted. Omission in
adding d/ed there are 3 times of occurrence. Here the example of error
made by the students:
1. We can continued our trip calmly
The sentences above should be revised as below:
1. We can continue our trip calmly

3. The Error of Misformation
Misformation is an error in constructing a correct sentence. It is
characterized by the wrong form of morpheme and the structure.
a. Error in using “to be” in making sentence
In making recount text, student usually got wrong in the using of
“to be”. Some of them put “to be” in the wrong place as found in the
data. Error in using tobe in misformation

there are 32 times of

occurrence. Here are some example taken from the data.
1. I am very happy
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2. My aunty is died
3. I am shock
4. I am very gratful
5. It is very beautiful
6. I am so happy
7. In 2011, I followed a big agenda that is jambore nasional

The sentences above should be revised as below:
1. I was very happy
2. My aunty was died
3. I was shock
4. I was very gratful
5. It was very beautiful
6. I was so happy
7. In 2011, I followed a big agenda that was jambore nasional

b. Error in using Verb 2 and modal in simple past tense pattern
The use of Verb 2 in recount text is absolutely needed. In the
collected data, the writer still found the incorrect verb that used by the
student. The verb used is still in form of verb 1 or bare infinitive.
Beside the use of the verb, in the data collected the writer also found
the incorrect use of modal. Error in using Verb

and modal

in
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misformation there are 68 times of occurrence.These are the examples
taken from the data:
1. Go to Bandung city
2. We visited tangkupan perahu, zoo and sleep in Bandung
3. One day I get a bad news
4. My parents and I go to bypas to wait a bus
5. They have a good heart with us
6. We show the bus to go to pagar alam
7. We catch the fish and bake fish
8. I stay at the beach with my best friend
9. Can be a paskibraka
10. I can see the view coral
11. I can see and talk with people from irian jaya
12. We can continue our trip calmly

The sentences above should be revised as below :
1. Went to bandung city
2. We visited tangkupan perahu, zoo and slept in bandung
3. One day I got a bad news
4. My parents and I went to bypas to wait a bus
5. They had a good heart with us
6. We showed the bus to go to pagar alam
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7. We catched the fish and bake fish
8. I stayed at the beach with my best friend
9. Could be a paskibraka
10. I could see the view coral
11. I could see and talk with people from irian jaya
12. We could continue our trip calmly
c. Error in using auxiliary verb in simple past tense form
There are difference in using auxiliary in present and past tense.
Some of the students did not notice it and produce error. Error in
using auxiliary in misformation there are 11 times of occurrence.
Here are the examples taken from the data:
1. The organization have teach us
The sentences above should be revised as below :
1. The organization had teach us

4. The Error of Misordering
Error of misordering are characterized by the incorrect placement of
morpheme or group of morphemes in a sentences. The writer found the
error of placement of an item in constructing adjective phras, there are
11 time. The student still made error in placing items as in the example
below:
1.

When I want to Batam, there is a tourist nice
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2.

I see the Slanik View of hills

The sentences above should be revised as below :
1.

When I want to Batam, there was a nice tourist

2.

I saw the View of Slanik Hills

5. Calculating the Errors
Calculating error become the third step in this study. After the writer put
the error into some classification, the writer counted the error. The
Calculating on was presented in the form of percentage. The Calculating
of error can be seen on the following tables
Table 5
Types of errors’ aspect in using past tense found in the students’
writing and its frequency of occurrence
No. Error type
Aspect
Frequency of occurrence
1.
Addition
Add tobe
7
Add d/ed
3
2.
Omission
Omit tobe
14
Omit verb
1
3.
Misformation Tobe
32
Verb and Modal
67
Auxiliary
11
4.
Misordering Adjective phrase
11
To ease analyzing of the data, the writer compounds the data into figure
below as total of the error from the whole aspect (the using of simple past
tense):
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Figure 1
Types of Errors found in students’ writing recount text
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The figure 1 showed the error in students‟ writing from the whole aspect
that are the use of simple past tense.

Table 6
Types of error found in the students writing recount text
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Types of Error
Addition
Omission
Misformation
Misordering
Total

Frequency
10
16
110
11
147

Percentage
6,8 %
10,8 %
75 %
7,4 %
100%

Table 6. was presented to showed the distribution of errors found in the
writing of the students at the 4 semester of class F In State Islamic
University of Raden Intan Lampung. After the errors were calculated, the
writer found various types of error based on surafec strategy taxonomy of
recount text whose total was 147. As seen in the above, the most error is
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error of misformation of 110 or 75%. Then the following error is error of
omission with 16 times of occurrence or 10,8%. The third position is error
of misordering of 11 errors or 7,4%. The last error is error of addition with
10 times of occurrence and 10% of percentage.
From the figure above, we can know that the most errors made by the
students was about Misformation in surface startegy taxonomy with 110 or
75% errors. We can conclude that the students still made errors in
misformation because they don‟t know to use V2 in the sentence of recount
text.

B. Discussion
In this sub chapter, the writer present the type of error and the most
dominant error made by the student.
1. Kinds of Error Made by The Students
Based on the analysis of the data, the writer found some aspect of errors in
the students‟ writing of recount text. They are using of simple past tense, These
grammatical error is also include into four types of errors based on the Dulay‟s
(1982:146) classification in surface taxonomy strategy. They are addition,
omission, misformation and misordering. The error are mostly caused by
intralingual factor. It is related to the complexity of English which it far
different from bahasa indonesia.
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This result is similar to that obtained by Bulqis Jolay Waway entitled An
Analysis of Grammatical Errors in Writing Recount Text based on Surface
Strategy Taxonomy at the first Year of SMA YP UNILA Bandar Lampung. 1
that most of the students "of class x.2 of sma yp unila bandar lampung
committed all error types of surface strategy taxonomy. The percentage and
frequeny of the errors (ranked from the types of error that are mostly made by
the students) committed in their recount text writing based on the error types of
surface strategy taxonomy.
This is different from the results obtained by Siti Roliyah Wigati entitled
An Analysis of Students' Error in Using the Simple Past Tense in their Recount
Paragraphs Writing on Surface Strategy Taxonomy at the First Semester of The
Twelfth Class At MA MA'ARIF NU 5 Sekampung East Lampung in
2011/2012.2 in her research result that not all error types of surface taxonomy
strategy is found in her research. the example such as misformation, the authors
found no errors in misformation in analyzing student error.

2. The Most Dominant Error Made by The Student
After the data were analyzed by the writer, it showed the most error
made by the student.
1

Bulqis Joya, An Analysis of Grammatical Errors in Writing Recount Text Based on Surface
Strategy Taxonomy at The First Year of SMA YP Unila Bandar Lampung (Bandar Lampung : English
Department Teacher Training and Education Faculty Lampung University,2013), p. 11
2
Siti Roliyah Wigati, An Analysis of Students' Error in Using the Simple Past Tense in their
Recount Paragraphs Writing on Surface Strategy Taxonomy at the First Semester of The Twelfth Class
At MA MA'ARIF NU 5 Sekampung East Lampung in 2011/2012 ( Bandar Lampung : Tarbiyah Faculty
the State Institute of Islamic Studies of Raden Intan Lampung, 2011/2012), p. 46.
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a. Misformation (75 %)
The most error found in the students‟ work is misformation with 110
times of occurrence and 75% of percentage. Misformation error is
characterized by the wrong form of structure.The student made error
in forming the words they used in writing recount text. From the
analyzed data, the writer found the aspect of error. Here the example
of misformation as the type of errors made by the student in writing
recount text, “ My parents and I go to bypas to wait a bus “ The
example of that sentence shows that the student still use verb in
present “ go” . We can know that the sentence is wrong viewed from
the tense rule. To explain the event happened in the past, the student
must use simple past tense rule to compose the sentence be “went”
This result is similar to that obtained by Previous writer Bulqis
Jolay Waway entitled An Analysis of Grammatical Errors in Writing
Recount Text based on Surface Strategy Saxonomy at the first Year
of SMA YP UNILA

Bandar Lampung.3 The percentage and

frequeny of the errors (ranked from the types of error that are mostly
made by the students) committed in their recount text writing based
on the error types of surface strategy taxonomy, the highest frequency
of errors of the total is misformation. The highest students‟ errors
3

Joya, Op.Cit.
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frequency of each error type is misformation of verb that consist of
43 errors or 53%, the second is omission of verb that consist of 14
errors or 20.6%, then the third is addition that consist of 10 errors or
9%, and the last is misordering that consist of 9 errors or 8 %

b. Omission (10,8%)
Error of omission becomes the second highest frequencies of error
made by the students in writing recount text. In this type of error the
student omits the item that is actually necessary in making wellformed sentence. According to the analysis data, the writer found the
aspect of grammatical errors of omission are in the using of simple
past tense with 16 times of occurrence and 10,8% of percentage. Here
are the example of omission taken from the data, “ I afraid with
them”. The sentence cannot be considered as the correct sentence.
The writer should not omitted “was” that is actually needs to be
placed after the subject.

c. Misordering (7,4%)
The third error found based on students‟ writing is error of
misordering. It refers to any incorrect placement of a morpheme or a
group of morpheme in a sentence. The error of misordering found in
the students‟ writing are in the using of simple past tense with 11
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times of occurrence and 7,4% of percentage. From the result of
identification data, the writer found some misordering errors. Here
is the error found from the students‟ work in writing recount text,
“In batam there is a tourist nice”. The student put N+adj. . But
actually in the rule of adjective phrase, the noun must be placed
after the adjective. ( adj + N )
So, the sentence should be revised as “In batam there is a nice tourist.

d.

Addition (6,8%)

The least highest frequencies of error made by the student with 10
times of occurrence and 6,8% of percentage is addition. It means
that the student add the item that is actually not necessary in
forming the sentence. The writer found some aspect of grammatical
features errors of addition made by the student are in the use of
simple past tense with 10 times of occurrence and 6,8% of . The
example of this error taken from the data is “We were went there
because our relative”. The student should not add “were” in this
sentence.
This result is similar to that obtained by Previous writer Zakia
Permata Sari entitled An Analysis of Students‟Errors in Writing of
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Recount.4 The percentage and frequeny of the errors (ranked from
the types of error that are mostly made by the students) committed
in their recount text writing based on the error types of surface
strategy taxonomy, the lowest frequency of errors of the total is
Addition. The lowest students‟ errors frequency of each error type
is Addition of verb that consist of 6 errors or 6.89%, the higest is
omission of verb that consist of 38 errors or 43.17%, then the
second is misformation that consist of 35 errors or 40.22%, and the
third is misordering that consist of 8 errors or 9.19% .
This is different from the results obtained by the Previous writer,
Irawansyah entitled An Analysis Students' Writing Error in Recount
Text Based on Dulay‟s Theory.5 In his research result that the higest
frequency of errors based on surface strategy taxonomy is
misformation errors are 52.74%, followed by omission error are
34.61%, addition error are 12.63% and misordering error is 0%.

4

Zakia Permata Sari, An Analysis of Students’Errors in Writing of Recount (Bandar
Lampung : English Department Teacher Training and Education Faculty Lampung
University,2013/2014), p.16
5
Irawansyah, An Analysis Students' Writing Error in Recount Text Based on Dulay’s Theory
(Indonesia: Sebelas Maret University), p. 271

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion
In line with the analysis of the data presented in the previous chapter, the
conclusion can be cited like the following:
At the 4th Semester of class F in State Islamic Univeristy of Raden Intan
Lampung in academic year 2017/2018, the writer found various types of error based
on surface strategy taxonomy of recount text whose total was 147. As seen in the
above, the most error is error of misformation of 110 or 75%. Then the following
error is error of omission with 16 times of occurrence or 10,8%. The third position is
error of misordering of 11 errors or 7,4%. The last error is error of addition with 10
times of occurrence and 10% of percentage.
From the data above, we can know that the most errors made by the students was
about Misformation in surface startegy taxonomy with 110 or 75%. It cause because
the students still used Indonesian style when they translated from Bahasa Indonesia
into English. So from the conclusion above, the writer conclude that students have
difficulty for two reasons. The first is interlingual disorder. That is, students can not
distinguish the language structure between L1 and L2 structure. The second is
intralingual intrusion. The target language is still difficult for students to understand.
Sometimes, students are confused in applying or using a particular pattern of the
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target language itself in because of differences in patterns used in our mother tongue
so that many students make error in their writing.
B. Suggestion
Finally, the writer came to the suggestion which means that the writer would like
to provide some suggestion to everyone who included based on the significances of
the research in the Chapter 1.
1.

For the Next Writers.
Based on the results of the study, the writer found that the most dominant

error made by students in the 4th Semester of class F at the Raden Intan State
Islamic University of Lampung in the academic year 2017/2018 is a
misformation which means that the student is still in trouble to remember the
words in verb 2 (past tense).
It is important to improve students' ability to memorize the form of words
used in the recount text. So as for the next writer who is also interested in
conducting a research about Error analysis

in Raden Intan State Islamic

University of Lampung, the writer suggest to look for the the factor of the
problem the students make error then give them treatment to help the students
make it easier in studying the past tense so it will help students don’t make an
error in their writing. especially in English majors, because as we see around us
there are still many students from English major to making error in their writing
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or speaking. so it’s become one of the factors that should be in the analysis by the
next writer.

2.

For Lecturers
In this case, lecturers should be aware of the reasons for their students'error.

As in the findings of this study, most of the error is to change the form of words
in English. Students may apply the same pattern from a particular sentence form
to another sentence form. That is, students do not understand well about the
patterns they should use. the writer suggest to lecturers to give students an
understanding of using patterns in the target language first, before they apply
them into text or paragraphs. possibly with The lecturers should also stimulate
the students' interest with the interactive methods of teaching. In this way, the
students will become active students and know the patterns in the second
language so they will be able to absorb the explanation better.

3.

For Students
Because the difference from L1 can not be denied, students must be able to

distinguish patterns between the mother tongue and the target language. By
continuing to learn and always doing intensive training in the target language, the
writer believes it will help students who are especially English majors to be able
to develop their ability to understand the difference between our mother tongue
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and second language. It can also help the students to be experts in speaking skill
or writing skills.
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